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This story of a galactic human journey is based on several sources.

Dates and timelines are approximate.
A Galactic Human Journey – Simplified

This story uses a scale of 12 densities within our multi-dimensional reality.

Some sources use a scale of 7 densities.
A Galactic Human Journey

Source (‘God’) creates multi-dimensional universes. The Milky Way Galaxy is also multi-dimensional. This picture shows the visible light frequencies. 1, 2, 9

Approximate Earth time:
Billions of years ago 2

Evolution
Our universe began 20 billion years ago as a point of light in the Mind of Source/God. About 14 billion years ago this point of light expanded (‘Big Bang’). 2, 5
This picture of the Milky Way galaxy shows higher X-Ray frequencies. [Source]
The universe evolves with plant life appearing long before Earth formed. 

Timeline | Evolution
---|---
20 billion | Universe as a point of light
14 billion | The ‘Big Bang’
14-12 billion | Minerals and gasses
12 billion | First planets
12-10 billion | Basic life
10-4 billion | Plants
4.5 billion | Earth
4-1 billion | Animals (except Earth)
Consciousness (‘Founders’) from Source (‘God’) enter the Milky Way Galaxy through a White Hole near Lyra as 12th Density awareness to explore the galaxy. 1, 2, 9

Approximate Earth time: Billions of years ago 2
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The Founders help develop the humanoid form (‘light body’) to explore the galaxy through sensory experience. 2, 5, 10

Genetics: Devolution
The Founders create ‘light packets’ of conscious energy to explore 12th density to 9th density 2, 5

Approximate Earth time:
1 billion years ago

White Hole near Lyra
25 light years from Earth

Galactic Centre
26,490 ly

Earth
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The Founders are 12\textsuperscript{th} density light beings and have appeared in many forms to beings at lowers densities. 2, 5  Founder image: 8

Approximate Earth time:
1 billion years ago

White Hole near Lyra
25 light years from Earth
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Source splits into fragments (sparks, rays) creating polarities (spectrums) to explore. eg Feminine ↔ Integration ↔ Masculine 1, 9, 10

Genetics: Devolution
The Founders create ‘light codes’ to descend from 9th density to ‘DNA keys’ at 7th density 1

Approximate Earth time:
1 billion years ago 2
The Founders fragment into individualised 7th density consciousnesses to fully explore this part of the galaxy – as the human galactic family 1,2

Genetics: Devolution
At 7th density ‘DNA keys’ become ‘DNA molecules’ which enabled the ‘incarnation’ of consciousness as inhabitants of 7th-5th density evolving worlds. 2

Approximate Earth time:
100s millions years ago 2
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White Hole near Lyra 25 ly

Approximate Earth time: 100s millions years ago

7th density consciousnesses is the first level of individual souls. 1, 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Consciousness</th>
<th>DNA Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>‘God’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th</td>
<td>‘Founders’ ‘Elohim’</td>
<td>Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th</td>
<td>Collective consciousness</td>
<td>Light packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th</td>
<td>Collective consciousness</td>
<td>Light packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>Collective consciousness</td>
<td>Light codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>Group soul</td>
<td>DNA Keys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>Individual souls</td>
<td>DNA Molecules</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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White Hole near Lyra 25 ly

Approximate Earth time: 100s millions years ago

As the individualised consciousnesses lowered in frequency they moved into 4th and then 3rd densities – living in physical bodies on chosen planets 1, 2, 3, 10

Genetics: Devolution
5th density ‘DNA molecule’ frequencies were lowered to 4th and 3rd densities
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Humanoid species have their genetic roots in Lyra. 1, 2, 7, 9, 10
Image: Artist impression of some species. (Image links to videos.) 8

Genetics: Evolution
The Founders etherically (energetically) manipulated primate DNA on Lyran planets to create humanoids that could sustain 3rd density consciousness without forgetting Source 1, 10

Approximate Earth time: 100s millions years ago 2
Arcturus became a 6th density realm for non-physical beings and specialised in emotional healing and spiritual guardians. [1, 7, 9]

Genetics: Incarnation into 3rd density bodies was so overwhelming that awareness of Source was lost and became clouded in mythology. [1, 2, 10]

Approximate Earth time: 100s millions years ago [2]
Some non-physical Lyran beings went to Sirius which operated at 4<sup>th</sup> and higher densities. They slowly lowered to a 3<sup>rd</sup> density physical existence. 1, 7

Genetics:
The Sirians became skilled genetic and etheric engineers of DNA. 1, 10

Approximate Earth time:
100s millions years ago

Lyra
25 ly

Sirius in Canis Major
9 ly
Two Sirian cultures developed.

- One believed in ‘service to others’ for the good of all.
- The other believed in ‘service to self’ for the good of all.

Today 80% of civilisations are ‘service to others’.

Genetics:
Developing the perfect body via DNA manipulation to return to Source became a strong focus.
Reproduction on planets required the evolution of mammals – primate, reptilian, feline and avian.  

Genetics:
DNA manipulation was used to improve adaptation to different planetary environments.

Approximate Earth time:
100s millions years ago
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Over time three Vegan groups developed:
• Humanoid mammals
• Humanoid-Reptilian mammals
• Reptilian mammals

Approximate Earth time: 100s millions years ago

Genetics:
Humanoid-Reptilian mammals had a small piece of reptilian DNA.

Image: Artist impression of a reptilian

Vega in Lyra 25 ly
Arcturus in Bootes 37 ly
Sirius in Canis Major 9 ly
Descendants of Lyra populated Vega and developed a culture that was the opposite polarity of the Lyrans. Conflicts began and quickly spread. 1, 7

Genetics:
Lyran DNA was adapted to suit planets in the Vega star system. 1
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As star races developed technology for weapons and interstellar travel there were cycles of expansion, alliances and conflict over millions of years. Several brutal Galactic Wars resulted in billions of deaths and several destroyed planets. 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 10

Approximate Earth time: 100s millions years ago 2, 9

An early Lyran Galactic War involved Feline, Carian, Human and Reptilian star species. 8

Vega in Lyra 25 ly
Arcturus in Bootes 37 ly
The planet ‘Apex’ in Lyra developed an advanced civilisation mixing Lyran and Vegan cultural polarities. There was great diversity but little unity and they destroyed the surface of the planet with pollution and nuclear war. 1, 10

Genetics:
Apex humanoid DNA was diverse. Eventually pollution and radiation led to sterility and cloning began. 1, 10

Approximate Earth time: 100s millions years ago 2
Lyrans and Vegans began to colonise other star systems. Vegans escaping conflicts went to Altair, Centauri and Sirius. 

Star race image Altarian: 

Approximate Earth time: 100s millions years ago

Genetics: DNA was manipulated to customise hominoids for particular planets. DNA also evolved over long periods of time.
Lyrans with a dominant feminine polarity and a ‘service to others’ culture decided to heal 3rd density Sirians who had forgotten their spiritual Source.
Tension developed between two Sirian groups (ex Vegan and ex Lyra) which spread across the Sirius star system and beyond.

Approximate Earth time: 100s millions years ago
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The Elders of Sirius intervened and moved the conflicting Sirian groups to Orion – 700 light years away.

Approximate Earth time: 100s millions years ago
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As their civilisations became more polarised several groups from Lyra and Vega looked for new planets with less conflict. They chose our solar system. 1, 9, 10

Lyran image: 8

Approximate Earth time: Triassic: 200 million years ago – early dinosaurs 1

Genetics: Earth primate DNA was combined with Lyran DNA to improve adaptation to Earth. 1, 10
Lyra/Vega

Vegans (reptilian mammals) generally stayed in Earth orbit during this period. Vegans colonised Mars and Maldek (now the asteroid belt) before Earth.

Maldek
Mars
Earth

Genetics:
Earth was recognised by many star races as an extensive ‘living library’ of DNA seeded from many other planets.

Approximate Earth time:
Triassic: 200 million years ago – early dinosaurs
Reptilians didn’t stay around Earth for very long, migrating to the Orion system or back to abandoned home worlds in Lyra.
A project was begun to establish the hominoid form on Earth. Small groups of humanoids began incarnating on Earth in specially adapted primate bodies.

Approximate Earth time:
Triassic: 100 million years ago

Genetics:
Early humanoids were 7th density highly telepathic beings.
Towards the end of the reptilian period on Earth there was a great space battle which the Lyrans won. Maldek, Mars and Earth became Lyran property. 1. Battle image 8.
Vegans moved into the Orion system where they developed their spirituality. Vegan mystic practices helped them to remember their connection to Source. 1, 9
A new group of Lyrans come to Earth bringing old conflicts and a new genetic agenda. 1, 10

Genetics:
Lyran DNA was combined with primate DNA to improve Earth hominoids. 1, 10

Approximate Earth time:
Paleogene: 50 million years ago 1
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Lyra/Vega
Arcturus
Altair
Centauri
Earth
Individual consciousnesses (souls) within life forms (bodies) of decreasing density began visiting Earth. 5, 10

Approximate Earth time: 100-30 million years ago

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timeline</th>
<th>Density of life form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 million</td>
<td>7&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 million</td>
<td>6&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 million</td>
<td>5&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 million</td>
<td>4&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 million</td>
<td>3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Earth-Lyrans wanting to escape growing conflicts on Earth found a new star system in the Pleiades to create a culture of peace, harmony and unconditional love. 1, 10

Approximate Earth time: Millions of years ago

Genetics: Earth-Lyran DNA was taken to the Pleiades. 1
Others of Lyran descent wanting to escape conflict also moved to the Pleiades where a community-based conflict-free culture developed over generations. 1, 7, 10.
The Pleiadian's became so focussed on peace they denied all conflict to the point where life lacked challenge and learning. Pleiadian culture isolated itself from the rest of the galaxy. 1, 10
As the Orion Empire expanded, polarities polarised into controlling dominators and selfless victims. The Orion Empire became technologically advanced while in deep spiritual conflict. 1, 10
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Non-physical beings in Arcturus and Sirius specialised in emotional healing and physical healing respectively. This holistic healing dynamic for body-mind-spirit was (and still is) used on many planets.

Approximate Earth time: Millions of years ago 2
Numerous conflicts became the **Orion Wars** which lasted for eons. A resistance group formed to liberate the victims but force was met with force resulting in a stalemate.
When the Pleiadians heard about the Orion Wars and the plight of Lyran descendants they felt the urge to help.
The Pleiadians felt alive again and zealously attacked Orion negativity in many ways. The Orion Empire struck back and destroyed a populated Pleiadean planet.
The destruction of the Pleiadian planet impacted the consciousness of many across the galaxy. The Pleiadians withdrew from the conflict.
The Founders decided to assist. A Founder ‘fragmented’ and became the **Orion Christ** to remind people they were connected to Source.
‘Victims’ gradually became empowered in their personal sovereignty and the Empire slowly lost its power.

Over time peace was established across most of the Empire.
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Governance and Alliances
Many star systems formed alliances for governance, expansion, protection, trade and cultural/scientific exchange. Neighbouring star beings formed councils and joined federations which grew over time. 1, 5, 7, 9.

Approximate Earth time:
Millions of years ago 5, 7

Galactic Federation
200,000 Star Systems Represented

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Star Race</th>
<th>Joined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lyra/Orion</td>
<td>Founding members 7.5 million years ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sirius-B</td>
<td>4.3 million years ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andromeda</td>
<td>3.5 million years ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centaurus</td>
<td>1.1 million years ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldebaran</td>
<td>800,000 years ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleiades</td>
<td>300,000 years ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mintaka</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draconia</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth</td>
<td>Under review</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Earth Under review
Pleiadeans came to the ‘Land of Pan’ (ex Pangea) on Earth where there were many exotic creatures such as the unicorn and winged horse (Pegasus). Genetics: The Pleiadeans experimented with exotic genetic manipulation and cross-species breeding in 3rd and 4th densities.
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The rich diversity of life on Earth attracted attention from across the galaxy. Alien life was brought to Earth and the humanoid form was taken to over 100 star systems.

Genetics:
Advanced genetics and research was taught to many alien species and they took this knowledge back to their star systems.
7th density beings began incarnating into poorly designed mixed species with poor mental capacity and lost their soul awareness until death. 2, 3

Genetics:
Advanced genetics in tune with Source improved hominoids so that incarnating souls would increasingly remember their Source. 2, 10

Approximate Earth time:
Pangea - 10 million years ago 2
First great flood on Earth wipes out 99% of all animal species in Pangea.

Approximate Earth time:
Pangea - 9 million years ago

Genetics:
Species DNA are saved in Pleiadean laboratories.
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Second great flood destroys most animal species in Pangea.

Approximate Earth time: Pangea – 7.5 million years ago

Genetics: Species DNA are again saved in Pleiadean laboratories.
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Orion and Draconian (reptilian) explorers visited and incarnated on Mars and Maldek for mining and conquest. 2, 9

Genetics:
The Orions and Draconians interbred with the existing species on Mars and Maldek. 2

Approximate Earth time:
10 - 3.1 million years ago 2

Lyra/Vega

Centauri

Pleiades

Alpha Draconis in Draco
309 ly

Arcturus

Maldek
Mars
Earth

Sirius

Orion Empire

Altair

Centauri

 Orion and Draconian (reptilian) explorers visited and incarnated on Mars and Maldek for mining and conquest. 2, 9
Maldekian civilisation developed into warring factions that discovered neutron technology. Nuclear conflicts escalated that eventually shattered the planet creating the asteroid belt. Genetics: Most of the 10 million souls who perished on Maldek later incarnated on Mars.
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A new project to upgrade humanoids on Earth was initiated by the Founders, Lyrans and Sirians. A group of Pleiadians who felt connected to Earth agreed to help. Pleiadean DNA (some originally from Earth) was used with Earth DNA (which had since evolved) to create a new species of human. Sirian DNA was also involved.
100 million beings from several star systems lived in large cities on the surface of Mars. 1.4 million years ago conflicts escalated into atomic war which destroyed the fragile ecosystem. 10% survived in underground cities. 2, 7
For many thousands of years Pleiadeans visited most primitive Earth cultures leaving a lasting impact. Genetics: Several alien civilisations still used Earth as a DNA laboratory for their own agenda.
Arcturan 6th Density non-physical beings provided ongoing assistance to Earth through channelling or by appearing as a light body.

Genetics:
Human DNA was occasionally ‘adjusted’ as well as evolving naturally.
Arcturan emotional healing was often used in partnership with Sirian physical healing. These healing practices became embedded in ancient Earth holistic healing disciplines. 1, 9

Genetics:
Human DNA was adjusted energetically to prepare for ascension to 4th and 5th densities. 1

Approximate Earth time:
Last million years 4
800,000 years ago 50,000 colonists arrived in a very large ship from the Pleiades. The ship was intercepted and destroyed above the Earth in violation of a treaty. 4, 12
Pleiadian star race image: 8
The Pleiadean ship exploded in space and melted debris fell to Earth over what’s now Australia. 5 years later rescue craft arrived from the Pleiades with a Feline military escort (Image 8) who confronted the reptilians who broke the treaty. 4, 12
Around 500,000 years ago, a group of 7th–9th density beings came to assist 4th density Earth beings in conflict. However, philosophical differences within the former group sparked a 1,000 year conflict above the Earth.

Genetics:
Around the same time, there was a large influx of Orions and Earth population reached 1 billion.
Orions become the dominant race on Earth through interbreeding which reduced the influence of the Pleiadeans on Earth cultures.
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From 500,000-200,000 years ago a few beings regained 4th density. Most had dropped to 3rd density during the 1,000 year war.

200,000 years ago a pole shift triggered catastrophic Earth changes.

Genetics:
- 50% of Earth’s 1.5 billion humanoid population perished.
After cataclysmic changes 200,000 years ago a large landmass called Lemuria (Mu) formed in the Pacific Ocean. The energy of Lemuria attracted peaceful beings from the Pleiades, Sirius and Orion. Genetics: 50% of Earth’s 1 billion humanoid population lived in Lemuria.
100,000 years ago cataclysms affected most lands except Lemuria. Most Lemurians lived in large cities on the coasts. Their culture was right brain dominant and matriarchal.
Warring star systems connected with Earth’s history signed a peace treaty between themselves. However those from these systems that were living on Earth continued their ego-driven historical conflicts.
75,000 years ago Earth passed through the tail of a comet which dramatically cooled tropical Lemuria killing many people.

A new civilisation was developing in Atlantis in the Atlantic Ocean.
50,000 years ago cataclysms caused large areas of western Lemuria to sink while Atlantis largely survived. Lemurian survivors moved to Australia, Indonesia and India.  

Approximate Earth time: 50,000 years ago

2, 3
Lyra/Vega

The Atlantean civilisation became technologically advanced. They invented a single energy generator based on crystals that powered their civilisation.\(^2, 3, 7\)

A group of Atlanteans traded this crystal technology for Orion military equipment and propulsion systems.\(^2\)

Genetics:
Atlanteans were a mix of Pleiadean, Orion and Draco genetics and culture.\(^2\)

Approximate Earth time:
40,000 years ago \(^2, 3\)
30,000 years ago Atlanteans attempted to use their crystal energy source for military purposes. Miscalculations resulted in a catastrophic explosion that destroyed much of Atlantis and the remainder of Lemuria. \cite{2,3}
Approximate Earth time: 30,000 years ago

Massive tsunamis killed millions of people around the planet. A few thousand Atlanteans escaped in airships and landed in Central and South America and Egypt.
Atlanteans accidentally caused the final sinking of the last remnant of Atlantis while attempting to rebuild a crystal power generator.
Sirians with technology, psychic ability and inflated egos arrived and became the gods and gurus of the ancient world. They were joined by Orions and Dracos who were interested in enslaving Earth populations.  

Genetics: Interbreeding resulted in hominoid DNA degradation.
More Sirians arrive to become gods, kings, priests and Pharaohs of Egypt. They also reincarnated as shepherds, stonemasons or tailors to influence culture in less dramatic ways.
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The Cosmic Christ incarnates as Jesus (Jeshua ben Joseph) through the Essene community.
Sirians withdraw from influencing Earth’s cultural and political affairs during the Middle Ages. This influence was largely positive by ‘service to others’ Sirians in Religions and Mystery Schools although occasionally ‘service to self’ Sirians infiltrated these organisations.
Two different groups from the Zeta system (Greys) come to Earth - largely from the 1940s when Earth developed atomic weapons. 1, 2, 10

Image of one Zeta star race: 8

Genetics:
One Zeta group was in danger of going extinct. 2, 10
Zetas (Greys) from Zeta Reticuli were originally from the planet Apex in Lyra, which they destroyed with pollution and warfare. They survived by going underground.

Genetics: Human DNA and hybrid breeding (involving ‘abductions’) was used to save a Zeta race from extinction.
A number of star beings became concerned about atomic tests and environmental degradation on Earth and came to watch - and in some cases help. Genetics: ETs also became interested in how human DNA was changing and becoming more responsive to higher frequencies.
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Some secret Earth organisations negotiate with small groups of ‘space pirates’ - rebellious ETs that may have been ostracized from their native civilisations. Space pirates visit star systems looking for valuable resources. 9.
Some ‘service to self’ ETs began secret contact with some Earth governments in the late 1940s. These ETs demanded that their presence not be revealed to the public. 7, 10
Andromedans have helped prevent nuclear disaster on Earth several times since 1945. They’ve been visiting for thousands of years via a wormhole/stargate/portal from the Andromeda Galaxy to Antares. Antares is home to high density beings and a gateway to other galaxies.

Source: Andromeda Galaxy
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The Galactic Federation is approved to intervene to stop humanity from destroying itself. Steps are taken to prevent disaster caused by atomic testing, nuclear accidents, rogue use of WMD, and the triggering of cataclysmic earthquakes and volcanoes. 5, 7.
The Zetas successfully complete their DNA and hybridisation programs conducted largely from 1945 - 1995.

Genetics:
Zeta race is saved from extinction.
In the mid 1990s a new Galactic Treaty began that resulted in star races originally opposed to the Galactic Federation transforming their societies, and in many cases joining the Federation.
Many ETs decide to work less physically with humans choosing to assist instead through the subconscious (dreams, intuition), telepathic communication (channels, psychics) or reincarnation (starseeds). 1, 2, 5, 9, 10
A few ‘service to self’ ETs conned governments to do their bidding. This deception was strengthened when governments continued to deal with ETs in secrecy. Some organisations are still complicit in this secrecy and deception. Some governments and groups are slowly working towards ‘disclosure’ however not everyone agrees that this is a good idea.
Various human-alien hybrid programs have been operating for millennia and particularly from the 1940s to the mid 1990s. Hybrid children have been growing up on motherships orbiting Earth as well as on Earth itself. 5, 11
Some ‘hybrids’ born on Earth often have ongoing contact with hybrids and star family beings on motherships. Other hybrids may not be aware they are hybrids until contacted by star family beings later in life or ‘awakened’ through personal experience.
Hybrids interviewed over the last two decades often have a common mission on Earth
• To help anchor higher 5th density frequencies on Earth and aid the evolution of consciousness
• Act as a bridge between ETs and humanity – to act as ambassadors
• To be of service to individuals, humanity and Mother Earth

Approximate Earth time: 2010s
Close Encounters of the 5th Kind: Contact Has Begun

Many groups around the world are using a **CE-5 contact protocol** to initiate contact and communication with ETs. Some believe this contact process forms an increasingly large and meaningful part of a current alien disclosure to humanity.
Disclosure of the Presence of ETs Over the Last 20 Years

1. Some governments have released information
2. Citizens have run disclosure events with whistle-blowers
3. Investigative journalists have published research
4. 'Contactees' have received messages from ETs and EDs
5. Hybrid children/adults have become more public
6. ETs and EDs have established telepathic channels
Some Star Systems involved in this Galactic Human History

- Vega in Lyra: 25 ly
- Alpha Centauri: 4 ly
- Galactic Centre: 26,490 ly
- Arcturus in Bootes: 37 ly
- Antares in Scorpio: 604 ly
- Zeta Reticuli: 39 ly
- Earth: 1 ly
- Alpha Draconis in Draco: 309 ly
- Andromeda Galaxy: 2.5 million ly
- Altair in Aquilla: 17 ly
- Altair in Aquilla: 17 ly
- Pleiades in Taurus: 444 ly
- Orion: 720 ly
- Sirius in Canis Major: 9 ly
Current Density of some Star Races connected with Earth

- Vega/Lyra: Density 12
- Alpha Centauri: Density 4
- Orion: Density 4-5
- Arcturus: Density 5-9
- Antares: Density 5
- Zeta Reticuli: Density 3-7
- Sirius: Density 4-7
- Pleiades: Density 4-7
- Alpha Draconis: Density 3-4
- Andromeda Galaxy: Density 4-7
Current Density of some **Councils** connected with Earth

- **Alpha Draconis**
  - High Council of Draco
  - Density 7-8
- **Polaris**
  - Polaris High Council
  - Density 7-12
- **Pleiades**
  - High Council of Pleiades
  - Density 7
  - Councils of Alcyone
  - Density 9-10
- **Andromeda Galaxy**
  - Andromedan Councils
  - Density 7-10
- **Vega/Lyra**
  - The Founders
  - Density 12
- **Arcturus**
  - Common meeting place for galactic councils
  - Density 9
- **Sirius**
  - Councils of Light
  - Density 7-8
- **Taurus**
  - Council of Aldebaran
  - Density 8-10
- **Galactic Federation**
  - (Rep’s from 200,000 star systems)
  - Density 6-8

Main governing bodies of our region of the Milky Way:
- Councils of Alcyone
- Pleiades High Council
- Polaris High Council
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